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Landmarks in Political History of Maharashtra 

Politics in Maharashtra was shaped in the shadow of Congress dominance. Between 1957 and 1977, there 

was no opposition worth the name to the Congress in the state. In urban areas, socialists and the Jan 

Sangh were the nominal opposition parties and in rural areas, the Peasants and Workers Party (PWP) 

represented oppositional forces. However, real political competition in the state was confined to factions 

within the Congress and the success of the party lay in its ability to accommodate these actions and keep 

them under control.  

The 1970s saw the beginnings of the decline of this system of competition. 

 

Firstly, state level leadership fell out with the national leadership of Indira Gandhi as she tried to erode 

the authority and hegemony of the Maratha leadership. This encouraged factionalism within the party. 

 

Secondly, the urban and rural opposition came together against the Congress first during the severe 

drought of the early 1970s and later in the backdrop of the national emergency regime of Indira Gandhi. 

These two developments combined to give the non-Congress opposition a chance to upstage the Congress 

in the state in the Lok Sabha elections of 1977. 

In the assembly elections of 1978, the Maratha leadership contested as a separate faction of the Congress 

Party (Pu. Lo. D), they entered into an alliance with the Indira Congress after the election to form a 

government. It was at this stage that Sharad Pawar led a faction of the Maratha leadership and formed the 

first non-Congress coalition government in the state (1978).  

 

Party competition in the state has been in a situation of flux since then.  

Though political ascendance of the Congress was reestablished in 1980 and the Pawar faction, too, 

rejoined the Congress in 1986, the social bloc that the Congress had carved out disintegrated.  

In 1989, the BJP and Shiv Sena formed a coalition and since then, party competition in the state gained a 

bipolar format.  

The formation of the NCP in 1999 changed this situation.  

 

In 2006 Maharashtra politics witnessed the emergence of a political party. Raj Thackeray splitting from 

Shiv Sena formed Maharashtra Navnirman Sena on 9
th
 March 2006. MNS came in the limelight when 

Thackeray started blaming migrants and the government patronizing migration, for unemployment 

amongst Maharashtrian youth and deterioration of cities in Maharashtra. Since 2009 Lok Sabha elections, 

when MNS bagged more than 15 lakh votes, MNS has been accused by especially Shiv Sena for splitting 

‘Marathi votes’. Many blamed Raj Thackeray for hijacking ‘sons of the soil’ agenda and giving rise to 

narrow, regional, hate politics.  

 

 

 

 

 

Major events shaping Maharashtra Politics: 
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1. 1961: Formation of Maharashtra. Dissolution of Samkukta Maharashtra Samiti 

 

2. 1975: Emergency and dissatisfaction within the Congress party start. 

 

3. 1977: Big split in Congress after defeat at Loksabha election. Congress (I) and Congress (reddy). 

Vasant Dada Patil, Yashwantrao Chavan and Pawar backed Reddy group in Maharashtra which 

was in alliance with the Republican (Gavai) Party and Congress-I with Shiv Sena. 

 

4. 1978: For the first time, Congress was at the back seat and Janta Dal came in as a largest party in 

78’ assembly elections. But, interestingly both the congress parties which were in election against 

each other, came together to form a government. Under the leadership of Vasantdada Patil, the 

first alliance government was formed in Maharashtra.  

 

5. 1978: Pu. Lo. D experiment.(Progressive Democratic Alliance) Sharad Pawar along with 44 

MLAs split from Congress. For the first time state government faced a minority. A non congress 

government was formed in Maharashtra under the leadership of Sharad Pawar with the help of 

Janata Party and their allies. This was called as Purogami Lokashahi Aaghad or Pu. Lo. D.  

 

6. Dalit Panther formed in 1972 raised as a voice for Dalits and and lead Naamantaran movement in 

Aurangabad. Caste riots in Vidarbha and Marathwada which gave rise to Hindutvavadi parties.  

 

7. 1980: Shetkari Sanghatana rose as a force in the decade of 1970 with their movement and Sharad 

Pawar extended a support with their initiative against inflation and for a good market price for the 

agricultural produce.  

 

8. 1981: Mill workers strike in Mumbai saw Sharad Pawar, George Fernandis and Babasaheb 

Thackeray coming together in favor of the mill workers. 

 

9. 1984: Shiv Sena BJP alliance. 

 

10. 1986: Pawar back with congress again and lead the state government in 1988.  

 

11. 1995: First ever pure non- Congress government formed in Maharashtra. With Shiv Sena-BJP 

alliance winning the majority seats.  

 

12. 1999: Sharad Pawar split from Congress and formed Nationalist Congress Party on the issue of 

Sonia Gandhi leadership. 

 

13. 2006: Raj Thackeray split from Shiv Sena and formed Maharashtra Navnirman Sena. 
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